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Hello everyone!
We are very happy that finally the season is starting!
Sun, sand, sea!... (and yes, a bit of noisy preparations
here and there in Dalyan before it)
In fact, we got our first tour (seakayaking at Kekova
islands near Kas) at the end of March and thanked
god for excellent weather. Back in the office for
updates and maintenance of nearly everything, the
staff is heavily involved with new vehicles, the boats,
outdoor equipment, villas, computers, etc...
Nevertheless, spring after winter is good!
This year, Kaunos Tours carries on concentrating
more on the weekly tours; get advantage of our
discounts on these multi-day packages in June and
September.
As we try to do our best to provide good service for
our daily excursions, there are some new tours we
introduce this year:
- Kaunos Extreme Outdoor Pack (cycling to
Yuvarlakçay and Canyoning at Toparlar river)
- Kaunos at Dawn (an early visit to Kaunos by boat,
breakfast on board at Çandir Lake and swim at Iztuzu
beach). More info at next page.
- Relaxation therapy & spa (spend relaxing time at
this new spa hotel, offering relaxation therapy,
massage and other spa activities)
Kaunos Villas has already started getting the villas
ready for the first customers. Now, there is a new
personnel in the company, Sharon Husan, and she is
fully dedicated to Kaunos Villas customers and villa
owners.
Happy seasons to you all from a sunny Dalyan!

Whether you are an active traveller or just
seeking tranquility, Dalyan and Kaunos Tours
have them all to offer you:
- Boat Trips
Köycegiz Market
Snorkel in ekincik Bay
Sea Fishing
BBQ Night Tour
Kaunos at Dawn
Luxury Sailing Cruise on Kaunos Cobra
- Active Outdoor
Jeep Safari
Rafting
Seakayaking
Canyoning
Trekking
Paragliding
Diving
Kaunos Action Pack
Kaunos Extreme Pack
- Relaxation
Turkish hamam
Relaxation therapy & spa
For more info and reservations please visit our
office or our website at www.kaunostours.com
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The season this year started just a bit earlier than
usual and we were at Kekova islnds area for a
seakayak trip for the Moorehouse employees
from UK
The area is a popular tourist destination in
summer, but Üçagiz and Kale (Simena) was
relatively quiet at this time of the year. Since Kale
is only accessable by boat, kayaking proves to be
the best way to explore the ancient coastline.
The 3-day trip was excellent in terms of scenery all
around, good camp sites, excellent weather for
kayaking and group involvement. Kekova island,
the sunken city ruins, Simena and Theimussa
ancient sites, beautiful secluded beaches were
some of the highlights. and the group made sure
they had good fun as they did their «homework»!
Well done Moorehouse team!

Plan ahead and get
immediate

up to 10% discounts*

Want to build your own house? Repair work
required for your pool? Interested in buying
property in Dalyan? For all your property and
construction needs, come to Kaunos Villas.
Check the Kaunos Villas website for available
offers at www.kaunosvillas.com

on any weekly tours in
June and September!
* 10% in June, 5% in September.
Please mention you have seen this
coupon at Kaunos Tours Newsletter.
Booking must be done before 30th
April 2011.

Kaunos Villas is a sister company of Kaunos
Tours and provides construction and property
management services in Dalyan area.
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